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This is the most exciting time to be in marketing because of the opportunity 

marketers have to hold a truly strategic seat at the executive table. The 

landscape is evolving at such a rapid pace, as consumers are engaging with 

brands on their own terms... and brands are creating experiences that 

cultivate lasting bonds with their customers. 

At Merkle, we too are constantly evolving, leading the industry in thinking 

that often challenges conventional wisdom. We do this to help brands gain 

sustainable competitive advantage. It reflects our ongoing commitment to 

the success of our clients. 

I’m pleased to present the 2013 Marketing Imperatives, which present five 

critical essentials in the development of a Connected CRM (cCRM) strategy. 

Additionally, our industry-focused thought leaders have provided insights 

to help frame a plan to support customer strategy as a business strategy. 

We invite you to utilize this book as a resource to guide your own cCRM 

journey, and I personally hope we can take the journey together.   

 
DAVID WILLIAMS
Chairman & CEO
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For several years, the common theme in the direct and interactive 

marketing industry has been the connection of customer centricity 

and business strategy. Together, we have built momentum toward this 

approach, which Merkle calls Connected CRM (cCRM). 

 

Connected CRM represents a systematic way to identify, serve, and 

retain customers based upon their value, through orchestrated customer 

interactions that improve financial results, create competitive advantage,  

and drive shareholder value.

The foundation of cCRM is a clearly rationalized strategic framework that 

is widely adopted at all levels of the organization and forms an ongoing 

process.
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Customer centricity has become a mandate, driven externally by our 

customers and internally by the business value it drives for the brand.  

As a CMO, you may already recognize cCRM as a platform upon which to 

demonstrate your leadership to the organization as a whole and to elevate 

the role and responsibility of the CMO within the executive suite.  The 

challenge now is how to make it a reality within your business. 

Fundamentally, the approach is the same for every organization, with three 

seemingly simple steps: 

1. Develop the strategy

2. Build the infrastructure

3. Effect the operational changes necessary to execute 

These steps all require thoughtful preparation in strategic customer 

segmentation, customer value propositions, customer journey/interaction 

maps, business process, new technologies, better data management,  

change management and effective governance.
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The first step, developing a common strategy and vision for cCRM, 

involves identifying the many online and offline, inbound and outbound 

touchpoints through which your customers interact with your brand. From 

this comes the identification of the capabilities required to manage those 

connections in an increasingly competitive environment. 

The most difficult part of strategy development is establishing the 

execution roadmap; determining exactly how it will work within the 

business environment and the key performance indicators (KPI) that will 

measure its impact. Once the strategy, the investment associated with it, 

and the KPIs for success are agreed upon at the executive level, it is time 

to invest in the critical infrastructure that will be required to execute on 

the roadmap. This is where your own organizational nuances must be 

navigated for the most effective outcome. 

With the infrastructure built, it is time to execute on the strategy. 

Operationalize the changes and engage the cross-functional teams in 

an enterprise-wide commitment to the common vision of cCRM.  Make 

customer centricity the fabric that weaves them together for the good of 

the customer and the success of the brand. 
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ESTABLISH  
 YOUR LEADERSHIP  
 APPROACH
Architecting the  
 customer strategy
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While the basic steps of building a Connected CRM strategy are the 

same across industries, in practice, your leadership approach and your 

organizational priorities matter – and they matter a lot.  There is no single 

right answer for selecting your line of attack, but two methodologies seem 

prevalent, depending upon the circumstances and your organization’s 

culture; a “top-down” approach and a “leadership coalition” approach. 

The prescription for making this important inaugural decision begins 

within the marketing team, making as much early progress as possible 

toward building the case for customer centricity. Get some quick wins and 

incubate them to develop proof points that validate the cCRM philosophy. 

Building the proof points begins with the selection of a business issue that 

matters to the organization and heralding successful pilots. For example, 

create personalized email campaigns using individual data and analytics; 

then prove how the resulting lift in revenue creates better results for the 

organization. Communicating these achievements will rally support from 

other customer-involved areas of the business, such as sales, service or 

channels. But it’s important not to overreach when seeking wins; ensure 

you can follow through with the claims you make, and build your case 

systematically. 

After you have proven the value of the cCRM strategy, you will select one 

of the two appropriate leadership approaches and secure the necessary 

resources for execution. What role will you as CMO play in the process?

Once implemented, cCRM will permeate every customer-related decision 

and action. Championing this initiative in a way that is appropriate to 

your business will result in a cohesive customer strategy that spans the 

organization and results in stronger relationships and improved ROI.
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Characteristics of the Chosen Approach

CMO approach Top-down Leadership coalition

Type of CRM Enterprise CRM Channel and functional CRM

Priorities
Ensuring that your team 

understands the vision and their 
changing roles

Agreeing on the end state 
operating, management model/
rules and how the bill will be split

Cautions Adoption among your team 
Give clarity

”Start somewhere else” mentality 
Ensure skin in the game

Role of the 
business case 

Measurement scorecard for your 
team ensuring that they take this 

initiative seriously

Executive alignment tool for 
priorities and ensuring that each 

pays their fair share

Executive 
committee role

Understand and not  
object to the vision

Understand and approve the 
vision;  later hold each coalition 
leader accountable for their part

Deciding on the CMO Approach to CRM Leadership

Which best 
describes your 

situation

You have direct control over 
enough investment dollars to 

fund the change (especially IT)

You need peer level executive 
support to secure investment 

dollars (especially IT)

Sales, marketing, service and 
channels all report to you

You are a CMO with strong 
alignment to sales, service and 

channel leadership

Your organization leans toward 
accountable and directive (aka, 

centralized) decision making

Your organization leans toward 
syndicated and collaborative (aka, 

plutocracy) decision making

Select the approach 
with the 

highest score 
(each Yes=1)

How decision  
will most likely  

be made

Congratulations, you get to 
decide. Your executive cohorts 
only need to agree or be silent 

(BTW, agree is better)

Coalition leaders need to vote yes 
on making the change. Silence is 
not an option. Pilot proof points 

may be required.

CMO approach Top-down Leadership coalition

Yes=3   Sold Yes=3   Sold

Yes=1   Avoid this approach Yes=1   Avoid this approach

Yes=2   Mostly this way Yes=2   Mostly this way
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 YOUR CUSTOMER  
CURRENCIES
Building the framework  
for a universal language
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At the outset of your Connected CRM strategy implementation  

(no matter which leadership approach you have selected), there are 

foundational decisions to be made around customer currencies.  

In commerce, currencies create a medium of exchange that is circulated 

from person to person. In business, currencies are universally accepted 

operational protocols that enable different business functions and groups 

to organize and rally around a central construct – the customer.  

They allow companies to achieve fully integrated, customer-centric 

marketing and realize the accompanying financial benefits. 

There are three critical customer currencies that all organizations must 

have to achieve competitive differentiation through customer strategy – 

 > Enterprise segmentation solution

 > Universal customer value metric

 > Common definition of incremental value

Many companies have the necessary database marketing and analytics 

capabilities in place to make these currencies a reality. Achieving the 

goal of building these currencies and establishing an organization that is 

truly customer-focused is a matter of realigning resources around a set 

of priorities in a disciplined manner. The companies that are able to do 

this are operating more effectively and stealing market share from their 

competitors right now.
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Segmentation
Often, organizations will describe their customer with a simple 

persona or demographic profile – such as, “our customer is female, 

age 25-35 and married without children.” The problem with this 

approach is it immediately creates a universal marketing profile to 

target all customers. In reality, each customer (or prospect) has unique 

needs, perceptions and value, and every organization has a set of 

unique individuals that comprises the “customer base” or marketable 

universe. 

Within most companies today, customers are viewed within the 

context of the organization’s functions and products. The brand or 

product marketing department discusses the customer from a need 

or attitudinal standpoint, while the finance department views the 

customer from a risk or value perspective, while the direct marketing 

department evaluates the customer based on behavior. The result of 

these differing perspectives is a fractured and inaccurate view of the 

company’s customers which, in turn, impedes the organization’s ability 

to make sound decisions. 
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The segmentation currency ensures all groups within the organization 

talk about customers in the same way and that multiple profiles are 

clearly understood and accepted. An enterprise-wide segmentation 

must have the following characteristics:

 > Consistency across the entire customer lifecycle

 > Applicability across all marketing media and  
inbound channels

 > Connections to the overall communication strategy  
and brand proposition

 > Multi-dimensional views of the segments, specifically 
behaviors, attitudes and customer value

Finally, organizations must align to the purpose of segmentation. 

Segmentation is not a targeting tool. Too often, we think of using it 

for media targeting. Segmentation is a tactical tool for the business to 

think strategically about its customers and create relevant experiences. 

We believe that there are two primary purposes of segmentation. 

The first is to identify opportunities and risks within the customer 

portfolio. Advanced analytics help us understand who is reacting 

to our marketing messages, how they perceive the brand, and what 

they are experiencing in our treatment strategies. Secondly, it drives 

initiatives that capture the opportunity found or minimize risk in the 

customer portfolio. Segmentation helps us understand things like our 

product strategy, our call center strategy, and our website functionality.
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Customer Value
The 80/20 rule, or “Pareto’s Principle,” has been found to be applicable 

across the fields of science, economics and business. For our purposes, 

leveraging Pareto’s Principle teaches us that 20% of a company’s 

customers generally drive 80% of the value or profit – a rule that we 

have seen hold true in virtually every situation. More importantly, 

our clients often find that profit is even more concentrated, where 

sometimes more than 90% of profit is driven by 5-15% of their 

customers.

Now consider the power of understanding the “value” of each 

of your customers and leveraging that to differentiate your customer  

experiences to align ideally to the current and future value potential 

of those customers. Done with relevance and measured vigorously and 

holistically, this is the true end state of optimized customer marketing.

20% of a 
company’s 
customers 
generally drive 
80% of the 
value or profit
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While it is not critical that a customer value metric ties out to the 

general ledger, several elements are crucial to success:

1. It adequately represents a true measure of financial 
value. This can be done either directly (tied to 
revenue or profitability) or indirectly (using a proxy for 
economic value such as an engagement metric).

2. It contains multiple dimensions of metrics. Common 
dimensions are life-to-date, future value and 
potential value.

3. It must have organizational alignment. Without 
buy-in across the organization, customer value 
metrics inherently lose their power to drive strategic 
decisions.

Sometimes 
more than 
90% of profit 
is driven by 
5-15% of their 
customers
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Measurement
The idea of measurement as a currency is basically to have a common 

framework by which we make decisions as an organization. This  

framework should have two general dimensions: first, the set of 

metrics that will be used within the organization; and second, the 

concept of incrementality that will be used to help drive decisions 

within the metrics framework.

Ultimately, we must create a systematic approach to understanding 

where to spend the next dollar. Should it be in more TV advertising? 

Or should you put more toward search budget? Or expanding the sales 

organization?  

 

Organizations today have more choices than  ever about where to 

spend marketing dollars and are under increased scrutiny to prove 

return – in advance of spend. Improved marketing and financial 

decisions are made when the incremental measurement currency is 

established, because it enables everyone in the organization to make 

decisions based on incremental benefits. That aspect alone results in 

improved financial, operational, and marketing outcomes. 

The only way to be successful with your cCRM programs is to first come to 

enterprise-wide consensus about how you will view, value and measure 

your customers. Only then can you come together as an organization with 

a customer strategy that is consistently carried out across all touchpoints, 

resulting in more powerful customer relationships.
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BUILD YOUR  
 TECHNOLOGY 
PLATFORM FOR 
CONNECTED CRM
Setting the stage  
for flawless execution
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Once the strategies and currencies have been established to guide your 

marketing effort, it is time to make some decisions about the enabling 

platform for your Connected CRM strategy. And while technology may not 

be at the top of the evaluation chain, it plays a pivotal role in the effective 

execution of a solid customer strategy. It is the engine that integrates 

information and analytics, using established currencies, to create value-

based interactions across all customer touchpoints. 

Today’s CMO must be equal parts technologist and marketer, appreciating 

the marketing relevance of big data technologies, from digital execution 

to core marketing databases and applications. Reliance solely on the IT 

organization to provide this knowledge will hamstring the CMO’s ability 

to take action and drive customer centricity. The office of the CMO is the 

owner of marketing technology enablement. That doesn’t mean it replaces 

the IT organization or its processes; but the CMO becomes the liaison to 

drive the marketing technology roadmap in the IT organization.

The marketing technology roadmap is the key artifact in the CMO’s 

consideration of technology options. In the absence of a roadmap and 

an educated owner, the marketing organization will be mired in a 

maelstrom of marketing vendors and IT initiatives that are not aligned to 

customer strategy. This roadmap must consider both the customer strategy 

and existing roadblocks to realize effective marketing execution and 

measurement, ensuring these factors:

 > Integration of data from all touchpoints

 > Faster access to all data

 > Complexity and velocity of digital execution

 > Integrated analytics for optimal execution

 > Cross-channel marketing execution and management

 > Omni-channel attribution and measurement

 > Immediate interactivity with the customer in any 
channel or media
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Tv

Print

Radio

Direct 
Mail

Email

Display

Search

Social

Mobile

Retail

Site
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Resolve Identities
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Delivery Experience

Determine Strategy

Data
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Phone

Email

Address

Name

User ID

IP

Cookie

Device Id

Session

Personal

Content

Offer

Day 8 - 30

• Product 
• Price 
• Distribution 

• Offer 
• Media 
• Experience
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The IT organization will not possess all of the skills and technologies to 

deliver all of the components of the marketing technology roadmap. You 

will need to decide which parts will be insourced versus outsourced. 

The key to these decisions is not only selecting the internal or external 

partner that meets each functional need, but the ability of the partner(s) to 

integrate their capabilities into the larger technology stack. 

The same considerations used to develop the marketing roadmap must 

be applied to each decision to select a partner. Will this create another 

data silo? Will this prevent us from achieving a cross-channel view of our 

marketing activities? Will the partner scale as the business evolves? In 

today’s marketing world, you must eliminate any partners that create an 

execution or data silo – even if they have market-leading functionality for 

their specific capability.

In addition to selecting the right partner(s), consider offshore options to 

deliver parts of your roadmap, especially if you have made the decision 

to build a specific part of it from the ground up. Offshore companies have 

continually matured in their processes and talent; and in many cases 

they have access to a larger, more specific resource pool that may not be 

available in your home recruiting market. 

Today, the CMO must be not only the driver of strategy, but also the enabler 

of strategy.  Any misalignment between strategy and technology will result 

in failure to achieve the appropriate business outcomes. No organization 

can go alone in this, because marketing technology is progressing too 

rapidly. The key to success is electing partners that understand the 

alignment of strategy and technology.
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RATIONALIZE  
 YOUR ECOSYSTEM
Assembling the team of experts
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Your organization has embarked on a Connected CRM journey that 

promises to transform your overall customer strategy. It’s going to take 

strong leadership at the top; well-established customer currencies; a 

diverse group of internal organizations with specific skill sets; and the 

selection of the right external partners. The glue that brings it all together 

is the roadmap to which the entire enterprise is aligned. The roadmap 

ensures effective partnering between groups and evaluation metrics that 

everyone knows, allowing accurate measurement. With everyone on the 

same page, and with a collective commit to change, you are on the path  

to success.  

Some key ingredients to establishing a well-tuned ecosystem include: 

Executive sponsorship
The most critical element for any cCRM implementation is clear and 

enthusiastic executive commitment and sponsorship. As the CMO, you are 

the executive sponsor and it is your responsibility to communicate broadly 

so that the entire organization is fully aware of the importance of the cCRM 

initiative to overall business goals and strategies. 

Shared responsibility
Effective implementation of cCRM requires shared responsibility across 

the organization and, possibly, with third-party partners. We recommend 

creating a leadership and governance office that ideally consists of 

representatives from marketing, sales, and/or service (depending on the 

nature of the CRM initiative), and IT. All departments that will be impacted 

by the initiative, especially relevant channels, need to be engaged in the 

planning stage, not only to ensure that their perspectives are considered, 

but also to secure their buy-in on goals, approaches and expected results. 

Business and IT leadership must recognize their shared ownership and 

responsibility for project success, and design the project team accordingly.
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Right people, right seats
Key skills and competencies should be examined to ensure that team 

members are playing the appropriate roles. This includes business analysis, 

solution design, project management, application development and 

support, and solution operations, for example. Consider the business needs 

for a 365x24x7 service organization: your customer-facing, cross-channel, 

real-time needs may require more than “9-to-5” batch processing support. 

In addition, competencies specific to marketing and customer technologies 

are strongly recommended. Customer marketing databases, for example, 

are quite different from a traditional operational database environment.

Effective partnering
Clear expectations must be defined for agency and technology partners, 

along with explicit definitions of their roles and responsibilities. Partners 

can be critical allies, especially given the importance of both speed-to-

market and skills.  The benefits of partnering often transcend technology 

(software and hardware) to encompass strategic advice and ongoing 

services for maintaining, enhancing, and leveraging the deployed 

capabilities. Foster a culture of collaboration, and resolve internal conflicts 

early and often, with a defined process for issue resolution.
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Implementation roadmap
An implementation roadmap is critical for a clear, shared understanding of 

how the solution will be leveraged and benefits realized. The first step is to 

understand your customer business strategy – essentially, how do you want 

to interact with and, ultimately, monetize your customer relationships? 

Operationally, this translates to where you are today, where you need to go, 

and how you will get there.

Once you have the operating blueprint, build a comprehensive and 

detailed project plan that articulates the major work steps, resources and 

milestones, as well as the interdependencies between roadmap elements. 

Quantify all of the drivers of cost and time, and estimate the scope of work. 

Define measurable goals for each project stage. Build flexibility into your 

project timeline to accommodate unexpected delays. The failure to develop 

a detailed, flexible project roadmap will almost guarantee project cost and 

time overruns, if not outright failure

Integrated and aligned 
performance metrics
To improve the potential for broad support and integration of the various 

elements of the CRM initiative, define and implement KPIs and other 

metrics that track performance against implementation goals. These 

should include shared goals across relevant parts of the organization 

in order to help foster better collaboration between functional areas. 

Frequent reporting of performance against these metrics will enable 

the organization to identify areas achieving success and areas where 

additional improvement is required.
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Commitment to change
Making a major change in customer-related strategy, technology, or 

processes requires a commitment to organizational change. First and 

foremost is a commitment to redefine and automate processes. It is critical 

to re-align each related business process to reflect the new technology and 

new ways of customer engagement in order to get the most out of the CRM 

investment. Training of key personnel involved with the CRM initiative 

is equally critical, as well as ongoing support post-implementation. 

Consider a project management organization (PMO) that owns the change 

management process and prioritization.

Expect the unexpected
Remember that cCRM is a journey and not a destination.  Prepare for 

unforeseen changes in the business environment that drive you to adjust 

priorities in your implementation roadmap.  Identify and track issues (and 

seek speedy resolution, especially for issues that impact project timeline 

and cost). Create a risk mitigation plan before project commencement and 

review it monthly. 

It takes a systematic effort to coordinate every aspect of your cCRM 

initiative. It is a collaborative endeavor that requires zealous leadership 

skills and results in an ecosystem that runs with efficiency and precision 

toward a common goal. The enterprise-wide customer focus will build 

stronger, healthier relationships that lead to greater profitability. 
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DEMONSTRATE THE 
BUSINESS IMPACT 
Proving enterprise value
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A Connected CRM strategy is neither quick, nor easy nor inexpensive to 

implement, but its reward is the competitive advantage that others can 

only aspire to achieve. As CMO and champion, you’ve shown its potential 

with small wins along the way. You’ve established organizational buy-in, 

customer currencies, a technology infrastructure, and a sophisticated 

network of internal and external partners. You’re developing momentum, 

and now is the time to prove the value that this massive undertaking brings 

to the organization.  

Demonstrating the business impact of a customer-focused approach can 

be achieved through a combination of integrated and aligned performance 

metrics and dynamic reporting that reveal successes and improvement 

opportunities. 

As marketers, we have two very simple levers to pull:

1. Improving the allocation of financial resources to 
optimize the desired outcome or KPIs

2. Creating a richer, more relevant customer experience, 
with a focus on moments of truth – the key interactions 
that leave a lasting impression on customers

Both of these levers must be engaged to properly build a measurement 

framework. Incremental return can be observed or predicted. By observed, 

we mean through the application of experiments or testing; by predicted, 

we mean through the application of modeling and advanced analytics.

Although simple in concept, properly managing these two “profit levers” is 

obviously much more complicated. To dissect this process, we first need to 

break it down into components that reflect two aspects of value.
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Enterprise value
To define the value of cCRM, we first need metrics that are aligned across 

the organization that reveal the incremental impact of each marketing 

activity, and also help optimize those activities. This is one of the core 

customer “currencies” that must be established in creating a common 

decision management framework through proper measurement. Few 

companies have established this linkage that will enable them to react 

quickly to changes in performance. 

Customer value
Ultimately, income and balance sheets are built through the value 

generated from the brand’s relationship with its customers. Whether 

individual customer value can be defined in monetary terms or not, we 

can measure the incremental revenue and profit generated at the customer 

level across their lifecycle. This will enable marketing investments and 

allocations to be targeted to the most valued customers.  Based on what 

you’ve learned about their preferences and attitudes, you can reach 

them with targeted, personalized and highly relevant messaging, via their 

touchpoints of choice, and at optimal times in the customer lifecycle. 

The customer should always be the center of the company’s business 

strategy, and monitoring customer performance and value will provide 

insights into the company’s success, revealing where further investment 

will yield incremental value contribution back to the business.
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The keys to measuring the impact on enterprise and customer value 

include the following:

 > A common KPI framework 
Consistent, customer-focused performance 
measurements that  align and connect all metrics.

 > Focus on measurable outcomes 
Alignment of goals and optimization of processes.

 > Measuring incremental business impact 
Allocation of resources and management of cost and 
profitability obligations. Development of test-and-learn 
practices at the campaign level to ensure continuous 
improvement of results.

 > Reporting and visualization 
Dynamic and interactive results pushed to the user 
community, offering real-time updates to performance 
reporting and dashboards.

 > Agile marketing & customer management alignment 
The ability to respond to changes in customer, 
competitor, or marketplace conditions faster than your 
competition, to maintain a competitive advantage.

Ensuring success of any cCRM strategy requires swift but sustained proof of 

its value to the enterprise – and to the customer. Just as the implementation 

of the strategy itself must be carried out in a systematic, coordinated effort, 

so must the evaluation of its progress.
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PERSPECTIVES
 Our Industry
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The Connected CRM approach allows brands in virtually all industries to 

achieve sustainable competitive advantage through integrated customer 

interactions. And while industry forces may vary – from economic 

influences to government regulations to technological advancements – 

one universal factor is constant: the role of the customer is changing. The 

digital media explosion has empowered consumers to take a more active 

role in their own purchase decisions. Their expectations have evolved, 

requiring brands to offer seamless interactions across all touchpoints in 

order to engage consumers with meaningful experiences.

The following pages explore cCRM perspectives from some of the major 

industries Merkle serves. We offer insights into the unique nuances of 

each market and pointers for approaching cCRM strategies in your own 

business. 
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BANKING  
& FINANCE
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Today in Banking & Finance
We have seen considerable change in the retail banking business model over 
the past several years. Until recently, retail banks have relied primarily on 
three core approaches to revenue generation: 

 > Traditional money exchange (personal or business accounts)

 > Fees for services (such as overdraft)

 > Interchange revenue from credit card transactions 
(earning 1-3% per transaction)

The extended recession and government regulation have placed top-down 
pressure on profits, as revenue streams from overdraft and other fees have 
been virtually eliminated. This has forced banks to be less reliant on fee 
structure revenue, leading to a shift from a more product-focused business 
model to a customer-centric strategy. Financial services marketers are aligning 
their strategies to define profitable value proposition for both low-value 
customers (who traditionally drove high fee revenue) and high-value customers 
(traditional banking relationships with high deposits and capacity for lending) 
for long-term growth. 

 > Today’s retail banking marketers need to understand their customers, 
how products and fee structures line up against customer segments 
and how to best migrate down a path to more profitable relationships. 
Requirements to do so include understanding and choosing strong 
markets, packaging the most relevant solutions and then targeting 
individuals and businesses with meaningful experiences and offers. 

Over the past 24 months, retail banks have responded to industry pressures and 
are better aligning service offerings across multiple segments of the market. 
They have leveraged their scale and maturity in the art and science of database 
marketing, applying those skill sets to the evolving requirements of informed 
digital engagement and channel interaction.  

 > There has been a massive refocus on honing skill sets, intellectual 
property, experience, technology and data, which all enable organizations 
to understand customer value, maximize customer interactions, and 
better manage customer relationships. At the same time, banks are getting 
back to basics in customer segmentation. In many cases, this has been 
done in parallel with the realignment of the bank’s value proposition 
toward customer engagement and value expectations.
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 > Marketing organizations have become more focused on integrating one-
to-one marketing across the organization. While this has been historically 
centered on direct mail and email, the momentum continues to shift 
toward digital media, including display, search and social, as well as 
inbound channel interaction. This requires capabilities for inbound and 
outbound engagement and the consolidation of the customer view among 
all offline and online touchpoints.  
 
The result is a united marketing group (or at least well-coordinated 
teams) across traditional direct marketing, digital marketing and channel 
interaction, that develop highly engaging Connected CRM programs 
across the enterprise. An integrated campaign approach also provides 
increased customer knowledge and insights, allowing for a greater focus 
on improving product promotions so they are more relevant and create 
incremental lift.

 > Organizations are realizing the immediate impact digital is having 
on their core branch model and the marketplace shift to an online 
retail model. Due to the prolonged recession, the current regulatory 
environment and resulting top-down pressures, marketing functions 
are beginning to place greater importance on the ability of media 
optimization and attribution to best reach and engage the online 
customer.

Tomorrow’s Top Three
To become more customer centric, retail banking institutions, regardless  
of size, must take several important steps in order to move the needle.

1. Forge a plan for organizational change. Retail banks need to be serious 
about having a customer-centric approach or a desired state where 
marketing, sales and overall customer engagement are highly integrated. 
Retail banks today are often organized by product and channel, with 
disparate product KPIs and media/channel KPIs. If the desired state is 
integration, it must happen across product and customer relationships; 
and across channels and media. Many financial organizations are 
diametrically opposed to that today. It requires a material shift in customer 
engagement strategies, the technology platform, and most importantly, the 
organizational structure. For this reason, marketing leaders must be able to 
commit to a comprehensive assessment and planning exercise that involves 
the entire enterprise, not just marketing. 
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2. Identify moments of truth across media and inbound channels. 
Consumer engagements with retail banks are complex. Yet there are clear 
engagement opportunities in the customer lifecycle where banks can 
divert lost revenue opportunity – or more importantly, customer attrition. 
To inform these moments of truth and enhance customer engagements, 
marketers need to take a holistic technology approach where they can 
leverage multiple data streams and analyze more data than historically 
used by marketing.

3. Employ a singular resource that owns CRM engagement. To best 
achieve a vision for an integrated customer experience, prospect and 
customer engagements must be managed across lines of business and 
channels, based on known and anticipated needs. In order to align 
these efforts, there needs to be one owner of these experiences. Single 
ownership creates consistency and accountability – and allows for a focus 
on customers versus functions, channels and products.

Realizing Value from a 
Connected CRM Strategy
Retail banks are beginning to realize significant business impacts from 
implementing cCRM strategies – most notably, improvements in marketing 
performance across key product lines. Channel integration and engagement 
improvements help marketing organizations understand and anticipate 
moments of truth that can improve sales and prevent disasters. cCRM enables 
marketing teams to have more proactive marketing results across all media 
and channels, based on a complete understanding of the customer, and not just 
pushing the product. 

While implementation of a cCRM approach requires a technology infrastructure 
investment that supports a 360-degree view of the customer, the resulting overall 
business impact can be substantial. By and large, we’re seeing roughly a 2-3% 
increase in customer acquisition metrics, combined with a 3-4% lift in deposit 
amounts into customer accounts and a 10% decrease in customer churn. Ultimately, 
the return can be three times the cost of the technology infrastructure over the 
course of three to five years. Measurable returns driven by one-to-one customer 
engagement fuel long-term customer-centric strategies, while building a strategic 

platform for future growth. 
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Today in Insurance  
& Wealth Management
Insurers and wealth managers are still in the early stages of developing 

meaningful enterprise customer strategies, as their business models shift 

more toward direct dialog with consumers, rather than distributors. With 

an eye on long-term growth, many firms have invested heavily in customer 

segmentation schemas; but rarely are they unified across the organization. 

The reality is many firms and their customer-facing teams rely on multiple 

competing systems, often focused on different dimensions such as 

attitudes, demographics, product, and value. Rarely is there meaningful, 

widespread implementation of these systems. 

However, there are pockets of value being generated as savvy marketers 

are connecting segmentation – particularly value-based segmentation 

– to core media targeting and channel personalization efforts. But 

even these wins are generally the result of pilot programs and have 

yet to reach scale. As a result, there is significant opportunity for these 

companies to more systematically develop multi-media and channel 

strategies against a unifying set of enterprise customer segments – a true 

portfolio optimization approach required in the increasingly complex and 

competitive market.
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Tomorrow’s Top Three
Insurance and wealth management marketers should put these initiatives 

at the forefront of their 2013 customer strategies: 

1. Develop a core data infrastructure. The ability to manage the 

online/offline view of the customer is vital to success. And the 

development of a core data infrastructure is the foundation that 

is critical to capitalize on the opportunity – and the challenge – to 

connect directly with customers across all touchpoints with relevant, 

personal communications. Through an integrated customer data 

construct, organizations can effectively create a holistic view of their 

customers. 

2. Build an enterprise segmentation system. The integrated platform 

allows marketing teams to develop a segmentation system that 

incorporates customer needs and value across the enterprise and can 

be matched at the individual household level with greater precision.

3. Apply measurement methodologies. In the ever-evolving marketing 

environment, organizations can implement a much needed enterprise 

level measurement system that allows for fractional attribution for 

at least the most addressable online and offline media including 

direct mail, email, digital, social and search. Measurement allows 

for optimization of media spend, further demonstrating return on 

investment. 
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Realizing Value from a 
Connected CRM Strategy
In the early stages of the customer-centric transformation, we are seeing 

insurance and wealth management companies begin to efficiently scale 

media-based acquisition spend to drive growth. The most progressive 

companies are beginning to leverage data and analytics to effectively 

allocate spend across channels while optimizing targeting. The result is  

real monetary value – and it’s being generated at scale.

For several insurers, a connected approach to CRM has allowed for a re-

mixing of the overall marketing spend (and often the ability to spend more) 

to create much higher yields at the same or lower cost-per-acquisition. 

Much of this has been due to the ability to measure accurately and 

granularly in a fractional (vs. “last-click”) approach, allowing more spend 

to flow to the most efficient media and tactics. 

This approach is now starting to take on more sophisticated forms, as 

marketers are no longer satisfied to optimize soley on leads and sales. They 

are now using a portfolio-based approach to adjust allowable spend levels. 

And personalized treatments for specific enterprise segments are executed 

all the way down to impression-level decisioning within digital media 

and channels. We fully expect to see the market leaders continue to push 

into greater levels of “connectedness” between their top-level customer 

strategies, their budget allocations, and their micro-level targeting  

and personalization.
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Today in Life Sciences
In the last decade, two industry dynamics have made a major impact 

on the way life sciences marketers approach their customers. First, the 

digitization of media has drastically changed how both patients and 

healthcare providers (HCPs) receive and consume information. And 

secondly, the number of sources for medical information (and ease of 

access to them) has significantly increased. As a result, consumers and 

HCPs can receive tailored medical information when they want it; but 

it’s often information delivered from sources other than life sciences 

companies. Importantly, there is an emerging gap between how consumers 

and HCPs want to be engaged – through a customer approach – and how 

life sciences companies are currently trying to engage them – through a 

brand/tactic approach.  

Customer strategy hasn’t previously existed in the life sciences industry. 

Within each brand, there have been three separate and distinct  

promotion strategies:

 > Physician sales force promotion strategy, utilizing statistical models to 

determine the optimal allocation of sales force effort across a brand’s 

valuable HCP customers. 

 > Physician marketing promotion strategy, typically consisting of digital 

and offline channels; sometimes integrated, but more often stand-

alone. 

 > Patient promotion strategy, usually in two parts:  the acquisition 

strategy to find relevant patients who will opt in to a CRM program; 

and the execution of the CRM program.  
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These strategy silos are replicated across brands. There is no organizational 

alignment around customer centricity, nor is there a common view or 

understanding of the customer. Additionally, the influence of managed care 

and the changing regulatory environment need to be explicitly factored 

into the customer promotion strategy. 

To become more customer centric, companies in the life sciences industry 

need to create a common view of the customer, generate a common 

customer value metric, and empower the organization to design and 

implement customer strategies.

Tomorrow’s Top Three
Top initiatives for life sciences companies to pursue in 2013 to enable the 

development of customer strategy include:

1. Develop a 360° view of the customer. Life sciences companies are 

already spending money across a number of promotion channels, 

including digital, offline, sales force, etc., generating meaningful 

customer engagements, yet too often not capturing the data from 

these interactions. And if it is captured, the data is not connected.  

This is a huge opportunity! 

 

Life sciences companies must develop the technology infrastructure 

to capture and integrate all customer data from both HCP and 

patients.  The technology solution will include tools that enable 

marketers to access this data quickly and efficiently to support 

campaign management, analytics and reporting. This insight from 

the customer reporting / analytics will be critical to further campaign 

optimization.
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2. Focus the customer lens on value and engagement. Life sciences 

companies need to develop a common view of their physician and 

patient customers.  

 

For physicians, this includes:

 » Customer value – to identify the most profitable and/or growing 

customers and inform decisions around the allocation of 

promotional investment.

 » Customer communication preferences – to understand how to 

design the optimal customer promotion plan.

 » Customer affiliations – to understand any associations with 

hospitals, group practices, or other organizations. These 

affiliations will drive overall promotion, including media and 

channels used.

 » Customer environment – specifically the managed market 

environment and geographical dimensions, such as patient/

physician population profile and density.

 

For patients, key characteristics of a customer view include:

 » Communication preferences – understanding how, where 

and when to engage with patients will drive the design of the 

acquisition and conversion strategy.

 » Customer adherence likelihood – how well a customer follows 

the treatment protocol is a key characteristic in determining the 

optimal promotion message and cadence plan. It also drives the 

level of investment directed to patient marketing.

By creating a common customer view, the organization will be able to 

understand and align around who is generating the company’s revenue 

and the associated level of promotional investment allocated to each 

customer.  
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3. Create and implement integrated customer promotion strategies. 

Build an integrated campaign of multiple tactics customized to the 

specific customer. For physicians, this can include the integration of 

sales force details with digital and offline promotion. For patients, this 

includes television advertising and digital and offline promotion. The 

campaigns need to be designed around how customers like to engage 

and what messages they are interested in.  

These three steps will enable life sciences companies to begin to develop 

and implement Connected CRM capabilities.

Realizing Value from a 
Connected CRM Strategy
A number of life sciences companies have already begun to implement 

cCRM capabilities, albeit on a small scale. The results from doing so,  

relative to a ‘business as usual’ brand/tactic scenario, have been 

astounding:

 > Significant improvement in customer engagement rates. We have 

seen results where 60%+ of high-value physicians have engaged in 

customer-focused campaigns – significantly better than the traditional 

5% to 15% engagement rates.

 > Strong, consistent engagement. The number and percentage 

of customers who consistently engage over time has increased. 

Historically, this has been a missed opportunity. Using the cCRM 

model, this is a critical goal of the customer campaign strategy. Our 

research has shown that those customers who engage over time 

generate significantly more value than those who do not. 

 > Increased sales, profit, and ROI. By engaging with more customers 

on a more consistent basis, the cCRM approach will generate a 

significantly better return than a ‘business as usual’ model.
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 > Scale-ability. Companies will develop and launch the capabilities 

that enable cCRM across the enterprise, leading to a better allocation 

of promotion dollars across the entire organization. The paradigm of 

silos that currently exists between sales force promotion, physician 

marketing promotion and consumer marketing promotion will 

diminish. In its place will be a cCRM model that capitalizes on the 

HCP/patient dynamic, while also incorporating influences from 

managed care, government regulation and others

 

Competitive differentiation will depend upon the speed with which 

pharma companies make the change to customer centricity. We expect to 

see some companies lead the way and set the standard for what it means to 

be customer centric. The other companies will have to quickly play ‘catch-

up’ or risk losing market share.
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Today in Nonprofit
Market leaders in the nonprofit industry are developing their constituent 

relationship marketing (CRM) strategies, albeit with a wide range 

of underlying definitions and scopes for CRM, and therefore widely 

varying execution roadmaps. These initiatives are driven via a variety of 

organizational champions including IT, development, marketing, and the 

executive suite. 

In its current state, mainstream nonprofit infrastructure development is 

still focused primarily on the integration of email and direct mail. Only the 

most sophisticated organizations are working with data that is integrated 

across multiple online and offline channels. Looking toward an advanced 

mindset, some groups are beginning to seek insights around attribution, 

with the next phase – immediate interactivity with the customer – still on 

the horizon.

Organizationally, many nonprofits are still finding it difficult to build 

comprehensive support for their CRM initiatives across the enterprise. 

But others have been able to effect the necessary operational changes 

to execute on constituent-centric strategies and to identify meaningful 

performance metrics shared across relevant parts of the organization.

Across the nonprofit industry, larger, forward-thinking groups are tackling 

CRM and making strides in improving the financial performance of their 

fundraising programs. As their work matures, these organizations are 

looking forward to creating a richer, more relevant constituent experience.
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Tomorrow’s Top Three
Critical to executing a paradigm shift of this magnitude will be an 

enterprise-wide view of the constituent and a commitment to pursue 

common goals. Top initiatives for nonprofits in 2013 include:

1. Create and socialize a consistent strategy and vision. Nonprofits 

must work very hard on developing a common strategy and vision 

for CRM across the organization. Without buy-in across all the 

departments with direct-to-constituent touchpoints, your CRM 

initiative will struggle to take off and reach its ultimate potential.

2. Construct an execution roadmap. Develop a clear execution 

roadmap, demonstrating how it will work within your particular 

organizational context. It is especially important to lay out a 

technology roadmap, being careful to establish shared buy-in  

between development and IT.

3. Build a partner team that is committed to integration. Select 

external partners who will be committed to creating and taking 

action on a cross-channel view of the constituent and can strategically 

lead programs across all media channels. Even providers of point 

solutions, such as email deployment or search optimization, 

should demonstrate their ability and willingness to contribute 

their particular area of specialization while ensuring the broader 

integration needs are met. This may mean sacrificing some advanced 

point solution features to maintain the focus on an integrated 

technology stack.

Realizing Value from a 
Connected CRM Strategy
For nonprofits committed to a Connected CRM vision, the future holds 

many real-world benefits – not the least of which is growing the giving pie. 

Not just your piece of it – the whole pie.
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The cCRM approach provides a much deeper understanding of the 

demographics, psychographics and behaviors of existing and prospective 

donors. Based upon this understanding, we can target new sets of prospects 

(e.g., via new mail lists at the individual level; via integrated search and 

display online; etc.) with the appropriate messaging for that segment.  In 

this way, we can grow the overall donor repository for the given nonprofit 

– and even for the industry as a whole.

The donor experience should be consistent across channels - direct mail, 

email, the website, social media, DRTV, events, telemarketing, external 

ads, etc. – and across the lifecycle –from first-time donor to planned giving 

commitment. For many years we’ve talked about the vision of helping 

prospects and donors to better connect with your mission by creating and 

presenting a story that is personalized for each donor and carries through 

all touchpoints. 

With cCRM, we have mastered the methodology for surrounding your 

best supporters with your vision – in pictures, video and words – that 

capture the essence of your programs and services. We imagine how the 

major donor officer – talented in discovering the best way to connect your 

mission to each donor’s individual context – is increasingly reaching down 

the giving pyramid, while still maintaining that formidable  ability to 

connect one-to-one with each prospect and donor. The result is a significant 

increase in donor lifetime value.

A strong focus on cCRM allows organizations to optimize fundraising 

budgets especially around the incremental spend for acquisition and 

stewardship and across all constituent touchpoints – from events to online 

media. Deep, comprehensive insights about donors, combined with the 

tools and services to effectively utilize those insights, support an optimized 

media mix. In effect, we arrive at the stage where we can actually 

anticipate a prospect or donor’s preferred channel and organizational 

viewpoint in a way that allows us to leave a lasting impression. Each 

donor touchpoint becomes a key interaction, rather than a blind attempt to 

present a single message to a wide range of donor segments.
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Today in Retail
In a highly competitive environment, retailers are constantly forced to 

respond, adapt and innovate. In the past, they were focused on building 

awareness in traditional media and in-store, with the goal of moving 

inventory and increasing baskets when customers walked into stores. 

Today, these same organizations are working to build direct relationships 

with consumers through loyalty and engagement programs. However, 

the consumption of traditional media, such as newspaper circulation and 

catalogs, has experienced a sharp decline. At the same time, there has been 

a surge in the use of digital platforms for research, purchase, trial and 

interaction. As a result, brands have not fully capitalized on the ability to 

connect with customers and generate sales. 

Recognizing the missed opportunities, today’s retailers are striving to 

become less product-centric and more customer-centric. Alongside this 

enterprise-wide strategy shift, marketing organizations are seeking ways to 

create relevant in-store and personalized online experiences. The challenge 

is in embracing the continued shift toward digital media and replacing the 

declining offline circulation impressions.

Engaging directly with consumers can increase loyalty, and build share. 

By improving insights on individual consumer needs, those direct 

relationships can lead to more accurate targeting of products and 

promotions. During the past few years the retail industry has begun to 

grasp the potential of the ever-increasing supply of information about 

customers’ behaviors, needs and wants. The volume of data originating 

from point-of-sale, mobile, and social media is exploding. And significant 

value exists in the development of segmentation-based marketing media 

optimization, along with the creation of one-to-one digital experiences.
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Tomorrow’s Top Three
Across the retail and CPG industries there are a range of specific initiatives 

that companies should undertake and they can be summarized into three 

main categories: 

1. Start with the customer. Retailers need to master the complete view 

of the customer and build “currencies” within the organization to 

manage the customer portfolio. With the power in the buying process 

shifting to the consumer, the expectation is for a customized and 

interactive dialogue that is seamless across channels. Organizations 

need to be able to leverage technology to capture data at every 

interaction point and harness that data to develop fact-based and 

actionable insights that enable more informed decisions. Having 

access to customer data across known and anonymous interactions 

leads to the development of the three core customer “currencies” 

which are segmentation, value and the ability to measure 

incrementally.

2. Understand financial investments at the customer level. 

Marketing organizations need to maximize their marketing spend 

and efficiency and develop an enterprise-wide model for attribution 

across all channels and by customer segment. In doing so, media 

allocation can be optimized, not only to the most appropriate channel 

but also at the customer level.

3. Create unique experiences at every interaction. Knowing financial 

investments at a customer level will lead to the ability to deliver 

those experiences in a meaningful manner across any touchpoint. 

Effectively, this is how we view the omni-channel experience. It 

starts with the an understanding of the customer, then defining 

our investments against customer strategy and building out the 

experience to realize that vision. Building this roadmap for cCRM 

is critical as it ensures integration across stores, marketing and 

merchandising. This avoids siloed investments or ownership, such as 

ecommerce-driven marketing initiatives versus in-store operations. 
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Ultimately, when combined, these initiatives will allow retail organizations 

to optimize each customer interaction and deliver stronger connected 

customer experiences where they matter most across the buying lifecycle.

Realizing Value from a 
Connected CRM Strategy
The ability to leverage connected customer data from all touchpoints 

drives greater customer insights and delivery through digital technology 

and media. It allows retail marketers to deliver relevant, data-informed 

customer experiences that drive sales online and in stores. 

A cCRM approach creates a full view of customers and their interactions 

across multiple channels. With this perspective, retailers can better 

understand multi-channel buying behavior versus single channel buyers 

to develop informed contact strategies. Customer valuation and channel 

attribution allow marketers to determine which customer segments and 

which media to spend more on – and conversely, those in which to cut 

back on marketing spend. With this approach, we’re seeing double-digit 

performance lifts in campaign performance.

In addition to a full customer view, data integration allows for better 

segmentation and list optimization based on offer response, customer 

lifetime value and other key metrics. More informed promotional 

development across all media results in a consistent customer experience 

regardless of channel.  
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Today in Travel, Media & 
Entertainment
As they evolve from the rapid acceleration of digital device and media usage, 

today’s consumers are pushing brands to be digitally centered, especially in 

the travel, media and entertainment (TM&E) industries. And brands can’t 

respond fast enough. As the owners of content focused on filling consumers’ 

limited leisure time and budget dollars, TM&E brands have incentive to deliver 

personalized experiences over digital, web, mobile, video, and more.  

The challenge many brands are facing today is that they’ve taken the web 

experience, including the user interface, as far as they can. Without a 

Connected CRM approach to digital, they can not deliver the next level of 

experience as demanded by the consumer.

For broadcast media companies, media consumption patterns are rapidly 

changing, as the audience is watching in an “on-demand” fashion across 

multiple devices. TV is still king from a revenue perspective, but the currency 

of audience measurement is not very accurate. 

The same is true for publishing. Traditional print publishing is declining 

rapidly. Publishers are trying to morph their respective businesses to provide 

more digital content. But consumers, who are accustomed to the unlimited 

amounts of unrestricted content that is available on the internet, are less likely 

to pay for online content. Also, user generated content is becoming more and 

more of a threat to traditional publishers.

Film studios are faced with windows where revenue is shrinking. This 

is due to a number of challenges, including an over-abundance of films, 

counterfeiting and piracy, and a consumer’s perceived cost/benefit of box office 

tickets. The DVD market is also dying at a rapid rate. Social media and the 

traditional media mix pose a significant challenge for studios to drive box  

office demand. And while the gaming business continues to grow, share 

of wallet is always a challenge within that community. Dynamic gaming 

advertising is something a lot of the studios are beginning to dabble with, 

as well as in-game analysis.
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Most large organizations in the travel industry, both hospitality and 

transportation, are faced with continued pressures on revenue, because 

consumers’ discretionary spending and price sensitivity are directly related 

to the health of the economy. While the travel industry has historically 

been an industry leader in leveraging digital technologies that disrupt the 

marketplace – such as the creation of travel aggregators like Expedia®,  

social sites like TripAdvisor®, and mobile apps like TripIt® – they are still 

behind other industries  in creating holistic multi-channel experiences for  

their customers.

Tomorrow’s Top Three
Across TM&E, there is a range of specific initiatives that companies should 

undertake, and they can be summarized into three main categories:

 > Enterprise customer value development metrics

 > Greater customer or audience insight

 > Better media mix understanding for more effective forecasting  

and conversion 

 

Ultimately, when combined, these initiatives will allow TM&E organizations 

to optimize each customer interaction and deliver transformed customer 

experiences.

1. Customer data integration. The ability to bring together data from 

across the enterprise is the cornerstone for delivering the most relevant 

messaging and transforming the customer experience. Having access 

to customer data across known and anonymous customer interactions 

leads to more successful and insightful customer value development. 

For travel and hospitality specifically, this level of insight can drive new 

thinking about customer strategy – and a departure from the common 

beliefs about traditional loyalty programs.

2. Greater audience insight. This initiative can be especially important for 

categories such as broadcast media, where insights are crucial to better 

inform ad placements across media. With the proliferation of digital 

channels and media, it has become ever more important that media spend 

reaches the correct audience and ultimately drives greater revenue. 
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3. Forecasting and conversion. Publishers should focus on enhanced 

customer segmentation to understand high-value audiences and 

deliver content across the most appropriate media. Studios, who are 

investing more and more media spend in social to build awareness, 

should focus on social media analysis to better define their prospective 

audiences for upcoming releases. When combined with media mix 

modeling, studios can best understand which media drives customer 

segments to conversion, their price sensitivity for new film or in-home 

releases. 

Realizing Value from a 
Connected CRM Strategy
Leveraging connected customer data from all touchpoints, driving greater 

customer insights and delivery through digital technology and media, 

allows marketers to deliver world-class, data- informed experiences.  

TM&E companies must operate at the intersection of big data and big 

content to foster a relevant and resonant experience at each touchpoint. 

Satisfying customer engagement experiences drive greater viewer visits 

and direct bookings, leading to increased revenue and optimization of 

media spend.

To capitalize on cCRM and its transformative customer experiences, TM&E 

marketers must focus on innovative strategies, enabling technologies, 

and the development of quick-win products and services that can then be 

incorporated into overall program strategies. The expertise now exists to 

allow brands to effectively implement contact and engagement strategies 

across media and channels, such as mobile messaging, apps, social 

notifications, email, call center, web and offline. 

As the marketplace begins to ramp up, competitive differentiation will 

be a key goal for TM&E brands. Focus should be placed on CRM-driven 

strategies that keep an eye toward the future value of the customer.
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Merkle, a customer relationship marketing (CRM) firm, is the nation’s 

largest privately-held agency. For more than 20 years, Fortune 1000 

companies and leading nonprofit organizations have partnered with 

Merkle to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. By combining a 

complete range of marketing, technical, analytical and creative disciplines, 

Merkle works with clients to design, execute and evaluate Connected CRM 

programs. With more than 1,700 employees, the privately held corporation 

is headquartered near Baltimore in Columbia, Maryland with additional 

offices in Boston; Denver; Little Rock; Minneapolis; New York; Philadelphia; 

Pittsburgh; San Francisco; Hagerstown, MD and Shanghai.  

 

For more information, contact Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle or visit merkleinc.com.

linkedin.com/company/merkle

twitter.com/merklecrm

facebook.com/merkleinc

flickr.com/photos/merklecrm

youtube.com/user/merklecrm

vimeo.com/merkle

http://www.linkedin.com/company/merkle
http://www.twitter.com/merklecrm
http://www.facebook.com/merkleinc
http://www.flickr.com/photos/merklecrm
http://www.youtube.com/user/merklecrm
http://www.vimeo.com/merkle
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